Constraints in SOA" by Kwei-Jay Lin et al. proposes an approach for replacing faulty services to ensure that the reconfigured service process still meets the original end-to-end QoS constraint. In this approach, the authors use an iterative algorithm to identify reconfiguration regions that include a small number of services, faulty and healthy ones, if no direct service replacement can meet the original QoS constraint. By replacing services in these selected regions rather than the whole service process, the reconfiguration complexity and overheads are significantly reduced. A simulation study shows that this approach may efficiently repair service processes.
The second article, titled "Short-term Performance Management of Service-Based IT Infrastructures Through Prioritization-Performance and Sensitivity Analysis" by Christian Markl et al. describes the workload characteristics and particularities of two real-world DTP systems and evaluates the effects of prioritization on supported overall load and resulting end-to-end performance measures.
In the third article, titled "Acquaintance Based Trust Model for the Evolution of Cooperation in Business Games" Sanat K. Bista et al. investigate how the cooperativeness and population of cooperators would evolve if the weight of the feedback source was assigned on the basis of past association between players. The authors define an aggregation method for trustworthiness assessment that considers applying a dynamically computed weight to each source of feedback. A genetic algorithm-based spatial iterated prisoner's dilemma (SIPD) environment has been used to simulate the experiments.
In the forth article, titled "A Flexible, Object-centric Approach for Business Process Modelling" Guy Redding et al. contend that the effective design of flexible processes calls for a substantially different modeling paradigm than the Fordist paradigm, used effectively in standardized and production-oriented domains. The authors explore the hypothesis that a framework consisting of a small set of coordination concepts, combined with object-oriented modeling principles provides a suitable foundation for designing highly flexible processes.
Finally, in the fifth article, titled "MaDe4IC: An Abstract Method for Managing Model Dependencies in InterOrganizational Cooperations" Lianne Bodenstaff et al.
propose a structured and model-independent method that maintains consistency between running system and underlying models for inter-organizational cooperations.
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